




BBColumn Magazine
Issue 5

Welcome to the fifth issue of the BBColumn magazine, we are the biggest 
boxing website in Birmingham and the Black Country and are committed to 

reporting on all aspects of the noble art in our area. In the quarterly magazine 
you will find reports on all the professional shows from the last 3 month’s that 

have happened in Birmingham and the Black Country. We also have interviews 
and in-depth report’s on some of the top fighters in the Midlands and also pick 

out some of the top prospects to look out for.
We hope you enjoy reading the article's and reports which have been re-edited 
from our website to give you a hard copy of what we do. We would love to get 
your feed back so please feel free to contact us via email - or via Facebook, 

Instagram and Twitter. Also if you would like to advertise in the magazine or on 
the website please contact us via the same channels.

Once again thank you for reading the magazine and please continue to check 
out bbcolumn.com for all your boxing news in Birmingham and the Black Country

Bbcolumn.com
Welcome to Fightden

Welcome to Fightden is the flagship show on the Birmingham Boxing Column's 
YouTube channel. Dexter Hastings has interviewed some of the top fighters in 
Birmingham and the Black Country which includes the likes of Sam Eggington, 

Craig Cunningham, Tommy Langford and Frankie Gavin. With over 100 shows behind him Dexter 
has established the show as a must see for Midlands boxing fans.

To check out all the interviews please go to our YouTube site Birmingham Boxing Column
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There’s a New Tommy Hearns
Written by Tommy Owens

There’s a new Thomas ‘The Hitman’ Hearns – and he comes from Coventry ! 
River Wilson-Bent stands a lofty 6ft 2ins - and says: “I’m tall and gangly – and I 
fight just like Thomas Hearns !” Hearns was a wildly exciting gunslinger who won 
world titles at five weights – from welterweight up to light-heavyweight – while six 
fights into his pro career, Wilson-Bent is looking to close in on a shot at Midlands 
honours. The Midlands Area super-welterweight championship is currently 
vacant – and the 26 year old says that is his target. Next is a six rounder at Villa 
Park on Saturday, February 8 – and Wilson-Bent says he hopes to face an 
opponent who wants to take his head off ! “I really want that Midlands title,” said 
Wilson-Bent, who turned pro towards the end of 2018 after a solid 57-bout 
amateur career. “But I need some tests first. “I was always a counter puncher in 
the amateurs and since I turned pro I’ve faced journeymen and had to get on the 

front foot. “The problem with facing negative opponents is that you can start dropping your hands 
and waiting too long.

“I want my next opponent to come and try to take my head off ! “Then 
I can walk him onto some knock-out punches.” Wilson-Bent has a 
couple of stoppages on his six-fight record. On his debut, he took all 
of 90 seconds to see of Mike Castell with body shots and it was 
similar punches that were too much for Scott Hillman in his fourth 
fight. Hard-as-nails William Warburton then toughed it out for six 
rounds after feeling Wilson-Bent’s body shots and last time out, 
Zygimantas Butkevicius went the full four. The Butkevicius fight was at 
the Arena in Birmingham in front of the BT Sport cameras – and there 
could be more big fight nights ahead for Wilson-Bent and his 
hundreds of noisy fans. Promoter Tommy Owens plans a stadium 
show on the pitch at Villa Park in May and given the amount if tickets 
Wilson-Bent sells, he seems certain to be on it. He said: “These are 

the shows I want to be on. If any opportunity comes my way, I will take it.”
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The Sky Domes the limit for Pitters British title challenge
Written by Dexter Hastings 

It has been a long wait for this news but finally Shakan Pitters has been 
given the date and a venue for his British Light Heavyweight title challenge. 
The unbeaten and current English Light Heavyweight champ Shakan Pitters 
(30) will be taking on Craig Richards (29) for the vacant Lonsdale belt. The 
fight will be in Coventry at the Sky dome arena with the date set for the 28th 
March with the show being promoted by Hennessy Sports and will also be 
aired live on channel 5. The fight has grown bigger and bigger as at first it 
was scheduled to be held at the Holte suite Villa park with Hennessy sports 
then looking at the Ricoh arena which was also deemed to small as there 
was so much interest in this fight. Shakan who has a unbeaten record of 13 
wins without defeat won the English Light Heavyweight title eating Champion 
Dec Spelman on a unanimous points decision in September of 2019. 
Richards has also got an impressive record of 15 wins one draw and one 
defeat with his only defeat coming when he lost to Frank Buglioni on points 
for the very same British title in 2017.

Birmingham’s Eastside gym will be well representative with two of the 
bbcolumn’s ‘Boxers to watch' already set to be on the undercard. I have it 
on good authority that Lewis Coley and Coventry’s River Wilson-Bent will 
be on the show with Coventry's Dilly Singh and Matt Senn also on the 
undercard. I'm sure you can expect a few more of the Eastside’s talented 
boxing pool to be added to the undercard as it gets closer. I have also 
been informed of a possible 50/50 fight on the show with D&A gyms 
Ishmael Ellis taking on Shaun Cooper in what could be an eliminator for 
the super Featherweight midlands area title. This will be without doubt 
Pitters biggest challenge but the giant of the Light Heavyweight division 
has waited a long time for the date and venue and will be ready to claim 

the Lonsdale belt and enter the Bbcolumn ‘Hall of Fame’.
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Pitters seemed in a confident mood when I talked to 
him, I asked the 6 foot 6 giant how he felt when he 
was given the date and venue for the fight? Shakan 
told me "It feels good to have a date for the British title 
fight now, good preparation time, and more than 
enough time". My next question for Pitters was, how 
he felt about fighting so close to his home town of 
Birmingham and do you think this will be an 
advantage for you? Shakan told me "I see myself with 
the advantage where ever we fight and where ever 
the location of the ring is, but it is great to fight closer 
to home as it’s been a while since I have, it will be 

great for my fans not to have to travel and arrange coaches this time round". I then asked the 
English champ, the show is being aired live on channel five, will you be neavous because of the 
this? The Eastside fighter told me "No, I thrive for these kind of moments... I’ve fought on TV and 
big stages regularly now so to me it’s another day at the office". My final question for the soon to 
be Bbcolumn 'Hall of Famer' was how do you seeing the fight going? Shakan said "I believe since 
Craig’s last fight he’ll come to give it his all and of course I’ll bring my ‘A’ Game as usual but my 
hand will be raised whether it’ll be points or a stoppage my hand will be raised". Shakan finished 
by saying "Thanks for all the support, following my journey and the city of Birmingham a lot of 
people from my home town have and continue to show me love... thanks to yourself (Dexter 
Hastings) for following my journey from the beginning and all my sponsors who continue to 
support my journey".

Dexter’s Thoughts
It is great to hear the date and venue has been set for this British 
Light Heavyweight title fight and no one deserves it more than 
Shakan Pitters. The Eastside gym fighter has showcased his 
boxing skills on the Tommy Owens Promotions shows for the first 
few years of his career and then went on to fight on 2 arena shows. 
Him and his team then put his unbeaten record on the line in the 
Ultamate boxxer which he won with ease. This put him very much 
in the spotlight but and official title was still missing from his record. 
When he was offered the opportunity to fight the English Light 
Heavyweight champ Dec Spelman for his title he took it . Shaken 
and his Eastside team went down to York hall Bethnal Green 
London and put on a master class beating Spelman on a 
unanimous points decision and claiming the title. After talking to 
Shakan on many an occasion I know how much fighting for the 
British title means to him and he will only have winning on his mind. 

Richards will be no push over that is for sure and I’m sure he will be hoping its second time lucky 
after losing last time he fought for it. It’s great to hear that Hennessy sports will be showcasing 
some of the Midlands finest with the likes of Lewis Coley and River Wilson-Bent already pencilled 
in to fight on the show and with the potentiality cracking 50/50 fight between Ellis and Cooper this 
is already looking like a crack line up. I’m sure there will be more local talent added to the card 
and this show will be a great advertisement for Midlands boxing as it will be aired live on channel 
5. The Birmingham boxing Column has already been vertically confirmed a press pass for the 
show thanks to our great ties with boxing Promotions and gyms in Birmingham and the Black 
Country and will be looking forward to heading to Coventry Sky dome to see Shakan Pitters be 
crowned Light Heavyweight British champion.
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Ring Wars 2 TOP boxing 
8/2/10

By Dexter Hastings 

Tommy Owens Promotions held there first show of 2020 ‘Ring Wars 2’ at 
the Holte suite Villa park (8,2,20). There where 7 cracking fights on the 
card with 5 being over 4 three minute rounds, one being over 4 two minute 
rounds and topping the bill we had a six rounder to look forward to. In the 
home corner for 4 two minute round fights was Harry Fiaz, this was over 
two minute rounds due to his opponent taking it on very short notice. 
Doing the three minute 4 rounders’ you had Umar Anjum making his 
debut, the talented Ashlee Eales having his second fight and Shaun 
Cooper with his new coach Martin Gethin. Also doing 4 rounders’ you had 
two of the Bbcolumn’s ‘Boxers to Watch' in Lewis Coley having his third 
fight and Tommy ‘Gun' Collins having his second bout of boxing. 
Headlining the show we had Coventry’s ‘Tommy Hearns’ the unbeaten 
River Wilson-Bent who was having fight number 7 of his professional 
career.

Refereeing tonight you had Shaun Messer comparing was David Nikolich and the ring girls tonight 
where the stunning Lauren and Katie from CP Agency.

Results 
Fight 1 -Umar Anjum v Andy Bishop - 4x3 - Super Middleweight

.Result - Dexter – 40 – 36 - Ref – 40 – 36 - Anjum wins on points
Fight 2 - Ashlee Eales v Jordan Grannum - 4x3 - Middleweight

Result - Dexter – 40 – 37 - Ref – 40 – 37 - Eales wins on points.
Fight 3 - Shaun Cooper v Jamie Quinn - 4x3 - Welterweight

Result - Dexter – 40 – 36 - Ref 40  - 36 - Cooper wins on points.
Fight 4 - Harry Fiaz v Jevgenijs Andrejevs - 4x2 - Cruiserweight

Result - Dexter - 40-36 - Ref 40-36 - Fiaz wins on points
Fight 5 - Lewis Coley v Edward Bjorkland - 4x3 - Super Featherweight

Result - Dexter - 40-36 - Ref - 40-36 - Coley wins on points.
Fight 6 - Tommy Collins v MJ Hall - 4x3 - Light Welterweight
Result - Dexter - 40-36 - Ref 40-36 - Collins wins on points.

Fight 7 - River Wilson-Bent v AlistacWarren - 6x3 - Super Middleweight
Result - Wilson-Bent wins 5th round TKO 1 minute 22 seconds.
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Dexter’s Thoughts 

Great start to 2020 with a great show down Villa park, 
Umar Anjum  put on a great performance on his debut 
with good shot picking and power. I look forward too 
seeing the D&A fighter again soon.
Ashlee Eales also put on a great performance showing 
great movement, fast hands and great boxing skills. I saw 
him on his debut on the ‘We are Wolves' show last year 
and was impress and I got to say he impressed me even 
more with some great boxing.
Great to see Shaun Cooper back in the ring, he looked 
really good and showed some different skills now he is 
under the tutelage of Martin Gethin. I can see Cooper 
back in title contention very soon.

Harry Fiaz showed power, movement and boxing abilities in a very one side contest, from when 
Fiaz caught his opponent with a uppercut in the first few seconds of the first round you could see 
his opponent did not want to know. Fiaz used the fight to show off his skills and looked like he 
could stop his opponent at anytime, good performance but defiantly needs bigger challenges in 
the future.
Lewis Coley had a frustrating fight as his opponent  did not even want to engage in any kind of 
scrap. Bjorkland ran the whole fight but not in any positive way where he was trying to counter or 
‘hit and don’t get hit' mentality as I could not remember him throwing a punch. Coley kept his 
composure and won with ease and this will be a learning curve for Coley as I can see big things 
for this young fighter.
Tommy Collins put on an outstanding performance against a very good opponent in MJ Hall.
Collins boxed well against a really tough southpaw who always asks questions and did in this 
contest. Hall asked them and Collins answered them with great boxing in the first two rounds and 
the great battling in the third and fourth. His movement was fantastic and he did everything his 
corner asked of him, I look forward to seeing him out at the end of the month.
River Wilson-Bent made this fight a lot harder than is should have been, he banged in some big 
shots in the first round and looked like he could have stopped his opponent. River then had him 
down in the second and then when he got back up seemed to go into warrior mode as he looked 
for the knockout with big hooks. His corner where screaming at him to keep it long and when he 
did keep it long in the 4th he looked great putting his opponent down. It was a great stoppage in 
the 5th with the double jab and a cracking body shot. Wilson-Bent is back out at the end of the 
month on the Pitters v Richards undercard and if he wins there is the potential for him to challenge 
for the Midlands area title on the Villa Park pitch in May on the Tommy Owens Promotions 
stadium show. That would be great for a fighter who has only been a pro for just over a year.
The Birmingham Boxing Column thanks Tommy Owens Promotions for having us at there show.
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St Valentine’s day Masicure 
BcB Promotions 

Written by Dexter Hastings 

The Column travelled to the Bank’s stadium Walsall for Black Country Boxing 
Promotions ‘St Valentine’s day Manicure’ (14/2/20). The show consisted of 5 
bouts of boxing with 4 of the fights over 4 three minute rounds and one over 6 
three minute rounds. Kicking off the show doing a four rounder you had Clayton 
Bracknell taking on Daryl Pearce, you also had a Heavyweight contest between 
Emir Ahmatovic and Walter Palacios over four rounds. Doing a six rounder you 
had former Midlands area champion and English title challenger Kane Baker 
taking on the very game Dean Jones. Rounding off the show you had one of the 
bbcolumn’s ‘boxer to watch’ Liam Davies who would be taking on the tricky Brett 
Fidoe. The final was Kearon Thomas taking on debutant Ryan Whitehead in a 4 
rounder.
Referee on the night was Chris Dean, Comparing on the night was Ricky and the 
ring girl was Toni from Diamond ring girls.

Results

Fight 1 - Clayton Bricknell v Daryl Pearce - Super Lightweight - 4x3
Result - Dexter- 38-38 - Ref - 39-37 - Bricknell wins on points

Fight 2 - Emir Ahmatovic v Walter Palacios - Heavyweight 4x3
Result - Ahmatovic wins 32 seconds into round three.

Fight 3 - Kane Baker v Dean Jones - Lightweight - 6x3
Result - Dexter 59-56 - Ref - 58-56 - Baker wins on points.

Fight 4 - Liam Davies v Brett Fidoe - 4x3 - Super Bantamweight
Result - Dexter – 39-38 - Ref – 39-37 - Davies wins on points.

Fight 5 - Kearon Thomas v Ryan Whitehead - 4x3 - Super 
Middleweight

Result - Dexter – 36-40 - Ref - 36-40 -Whitehead wins on points
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Dexter’s Thoughts 

What a cracking show with some great fights, BcB really gave there home boxers some good 
tests tonight which meant for some good fights. 
We start with Kearon Thomas against Ryan Whitehead, Whitehead was making his debut and 
really made his mark with a high pace display of boxing. Thomas put up a brave effort and battled 
hard but Whitehead was relentless, very impressive debut by Ryan Whitehead. 
Liam Davies was asked a lot of questions by Brett Fidoe who tested the bbcolumn ‘boxer to watch' 
for all four rounds. Davies got the victory but will admit himself it wasn’t his best performance. 
Fidoe is always a tricky Boxer and showed great movement to make Davies miss but did not 
make him pay. Davies can take this fight as another learning lesson as he continues his unbeaten 
record.
Kane Baker had a cracking six rounder against the always game Dean Jones, Baker looked very 
controlled and his movement was great as he slipped Jones’s  punches well. Jones as always had 
a good go and battled hard which made this the fight of the night. Baker can now focus on his up 
and coming rematch against Myron Mills on the 10th April for the English Lightweight title.
Ahmatovic  was in devastating form and you could see this stoppage coming form the start. This 
was the first time I had seen him boxes and after watching the unbeaten fighter you could see him 
making some waves in the domestic heavyweight boxing.
Bricknell against Pearce was a great way to start the night, it was a hard fought fight and I had it 
even at the end with the ref Chris Dean having Bricknell winning. Every round was close so can 
not argue with the refs decision, Bricknell did seem to switch off in the final round but got the win 
and can move on to his next fight.

The Birmingham boxing Column would like to thank BcB Promotions for having us at there show.
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Havoc at the Holte 2
Written by Dexter Hastings 

The Birmingham Boxing Column made there second visit to the Holte
suite Villa park of the month to watch the TOP boxing show ‘Havoc at 
the Holte 2’ (22,2,20). The show consisted of 6 bouts of boxing with four 
over 4 three minute rounds and two female fights over 4 two minute 
rounds. The two female fighters in the home corner were Kirstie 
Bavington who was coming off the back of a good stoppage and Cathy 
McAleer from Belfast who is unbeaten in 3 contests. The Male fighters 
in the home corner were unbeaten Max Mudway and making his debut 
Daniel Quartermaine who had brought a massive following with him. 
The final two Home fighters on the show were ‘Cogans Corner' Nathan 
Bendon and unbeaten BcB fighter Conah Walker. Referee on the night 
was Kevin Parker, your compare was David Nikolich and the ring girls 
were the stunning Cassie and Jade from C.P. Agency.

Results

Fight 1 - Max Mudway v Jan Ardon - 4x3 - Super Welterweight
Result - Dexter - 40-36 - Ref - 40-37 - Mudway wins on points

Fight 2 - Kirstie Bavington  v Vaida Masiokatie - 4x2 - Super Lightweight
Result - Dexter- 39-38 - Ref - 38-38 - Draw

Fight 3 - Cathy McAleer  v Teorora Hristora - 4x2 - Super Bantamweight
Result - Dexter - 40-36 - Ref - 40-36 - McAleer wins on points

Fight 4 - Daniel Quartermaine  v Ibrar Riyaz - 4x3 - Welterweight
Result - Dexter - 40-36 - Ref - 40-36 - Quartermaine  wins on points
Fight 5 - Nathan Bendon v Ryan Hardy - 4x3 - Super Welterweight

Result - Dexter - 39-38 - Ref - 38-38 - Draw
Fight 6 - Conah Walkers v Danny Little - 4x3 - Super Welterweight

Result - Dexter - 40-36 - Ref - 40-36 - Walker wins on points



Dexter’s Thoughts 

Really good show tonight with the away fighters really bringing it.
We start off with Conah Walker who showed off his skills against Danny 
Little, Walker cruised to victory and has set himself up for a Welterweight 
Midlands area title fight in the next few months with the rumour being he 
will be fighting Nathan Bendon.
Nathan Bendon was given a draw by ref Kevin Parker  I had him just 
edging it by a round but a draw was a good call as there were a few close 

rounds. Bendon looked like he could have ended this fight in the first round but did not cease his 
chances. If the rumour mill is correct he will have to step up his game when he takes on Cobah 
Walker for the Midlands area title.
Daniel Quartermaine made a fantastic debut showing off all the skills you need to be a top fighter. 
He had great movement, fast hands, great shot picking and looked like a fighter who was well 
versed in the noble art. The Column will be keeping an eye out for this fighter.
McAleer looked in outstanding form as she went to 4 without defeat tonight. I was really 
impressed as she showed fast hands and great combinations and really looked the part. McAleer 
brought a massive following to Villa park who cheered her on to victory and I hope she fights on 
TOP boxing soon.
It was a bad night at the office for Bavington  as she was expected to beat her opponent with ease 
after her last fight where she stopped her opponent. But Masiokatie had not read the script and 
really put it on Bavington like her Visa depended on it. Bavington dug in and battled hard and in 
my opinion just done enough to win the fight but ref Kevin Parker scored the fight a draw. 
Bavington seemed disappointed with the result and her performance, but anyone can have a bad 
day. Kirstie is a lot better than she showed in this fight and would beat Masiokatie 99 times out of 
100, Bavington needs to learn from this fight talk to her team, rectified any mistakes they think she 
made and come back a better fighter.
Mudway kicked off the show with a great fight, he showcased his skills in front of a lot of fans who 
had came to see him. He was very impressive and moved his record to 4 without defeat and is 
another one to look out for.
The Birmingham Boxing Column thanks Tommy Owens Promotions for having the Column at 
there show.
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‘The Blade' Cuts Down Reid 
Written by Dexter Hastings 

Litchfield’s Brad Foster has silenced all the doubters with a near perfect 
stoppage victory over Lucien Reid. ‘The Blade’ cut down Reid when he 
retired in his corner at the end of the sixth round. Foster who was having a 
rematch with Reid after a Majority draw at York Hall Bethnal Green on 
September 2019, the 22 year old returned to York Hall (22,2,20) to take on 
Reid with the Foster barmy army behind him.
The first round was quite even but by the second Foster had the measure 
of Reid banging in some cracking combinations, closing the gap well and 
looking strong and sharp. Reid showed heart and fought back but Foster 
was just relentless slipping inside and getting some stylish combinations 

off.
By round 5 Foster was leading Reid a merry dance as he drew Reid into traps to unleash some 
fast sharp combinations. Foster caught Reid with a low blow at the start of the sixth round who 
was given time to recover. Foster then battered Reid all over the ring banging in some heavy right 
hands to Reid’s  head, how Reid saw the end of the ground was testament to his preparation. 
Reid was then retired in his corner at the end of the sixth round.
In a interview after the fight Foster was asked how he felt about the fight? He said “ I feel great is 
hasn’t really sunk in yet”. When Foster was asked what was next he said “one fight at a time, I 
want to win the British title outright".

Dexter’s Thoughts 
What a great performance by Foster, he has not had it easy as the British and Commonwealth 
champ as he has had all his fights away from home. At the age of 22 he has won a Midlands area 
then went on and claimed the British and then Commonwealth titles in just 14 fights. He has been 
used as a high profile journeyman but has proved all the doubters wrong beating anyone they put 
in his way. Foster needs to defend his British title one more to win it outright and it would be great 
if he could defend it in Litchfield or Birmingham, Foster has had a great career so far and I can 
only see him winning the British outright then going on to the world stage and who knows how far 
‘The Blade’ can go.
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Kane is more than Able to win Rematch
Written  by Dexter Hastings 

Birmingham boxer Kane Baker has his sights firmly set on winning the 
Lightweight English title on the 10th April at the Second city suite 
Birmingham. Baker (29) will be taking on the skillfully Myron Mills in a 
rematch after Mills won the first encounter on a majority decision at the 
Holte Suite Villa Park on the Tommy Owens Promotions show in 
November of 2019. The first fight was a cracker with Baker looking to 
break down Mills with his high pressure boxing, at the end of the fight the 
judges had it like this with Shaun Messer scoring it 97-94, Terry 
O’Connor scoring it 95-95 and Robert Williams scoring it 98-92. Mills (23) 
from Derby has previously won the IBF youth Lightweight title beating 
Luke Paddock on a split decision. He won the Lightweight Midlands area 
title in May 2018 beating Marcus Ffench with a 4th round TKO victory. 

Since Baker fought Mills he has had two six rounder’s winning both of them on points, Mills has 
not fought since he last defended his title against Baker.

I messaged Kane and asked him a few questions,  I asked the 
former Midlands area champ. How he thought the last fight went? 
Baker said “It was a close fight, I think it could of gone either way 
depending what style you liked. Mills had the cleaner more precise 
shots and that’s what won him the fight”. Baker continued “I was 
weary going into the fight because I’d been told he was a big 
puncher and slick, I think his game plan was to stop me. I didn’t feel 
his power I think I gave him too much respect. He is a class boxer 
but I think if I come forward more confidently this time it will be a 
different story. I got to give myself more respect, I’ve been in with 
some big punchers so when I hear power I automatically think of 

power on that scale”. Baker finished by saying “Big thanks to BcB’s Erroll Johnson for sorting out 
the rematch for me, my coaches Paul Ben, Matt Gavin and Dan Mole for sorting all the media”. He 
continued by thanking “Mills for accepting the rematch a massive respect to my sponsors 
especially County Clean who back me every time. I’d especially like to thank my  missis Coral Ella 
who sorts my training, sparring and keeps me on track, she has been there from start, also to all 
my friends and family who back me, it means the world to me". 

Speaking of Miss Ella I contacted Coral and asked her how she thought the last fight went and 
how she thinks Kane will do in this one. Coral told me “I think Mills won the first fight with the 
flashier work and being more precise but it was a very good watch. The hype around Myron’s 
power and skills got in Kane’s head which made him hesitant to let his hands go, he was too busy 
concentrating on defence”. Coral continued “I’ve been all over with Kane sparring and one thing 
he has mastered is working people out, Kane will go into this rematch more confident”.

Dexter’s Thoughts
I am chuffed to bits that Kane has got the rematch and even more chuffed it 
is in Birmingham again as the noise from the Bakers fans was fantastic last 
time. At Villa park Kane put on a great performance but I have to say Mills 
used his skill to win the fight. I had had Mills winning the first fight by a good 
few rounds but a lot of the rounds were close and it was what you liked. I saw 
Kane’s fight last week and could see some very big improvements in him, his 
head movement was impressive, he countered well and had great footwork. 
If he uses his new found skills against Mills he will be claiming yet another 

title and adding to his incredible story with his partner Coral. The Birmingham boxing Column will 
be there to report on this show. Grab a ticket support me no ones seen the best Kane Baker yet 
not even me
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Yafia Suffers First Defeat
Written by Dexter Hastings 

Birmingham’s first ever world champion Kal Yafai lost his 
WBA super Flyweight title and his unbeaten record at the 
Ford Center Texas (29,2,20). Yafai (30) was defending his 
WBA world super Flyweight for the sixth time when he 
took on Roman Gonzalez. This was always going to be a 
big task for Yafia as Gonzalez (32) is a former pound for 
pound king and also a 4 weight champion. Gonzalez 
who’s record speaks for its self with 48 wins and only 2 
defeats with 41 of his victories coming by the way of 

knockout had only fought 2 times in the last 2 years winning both by stoppage. 
The fight was fought at a very fast pace with this seeming to suit the Challenge Gonzalez, when Yafai kept 
it long behind his jab he was in control but he either choice to engage in a close quarters war or Gonzalez 
made him. Gonzalez did not seem to let Yafia settle with his gum shield coming out twice in the first three 
rounds. Yafia was having his moments in every round but was just getting out worked by Gonzalez. In the 
fifth round there was an accidental clash of heads with Gonzalez receiving a cut on his head, this didn’t 
deter Chocolatito who continued to press with high pace attacks. The sixth was Yafia’s  best round as he 
picked up the pace and pushed Gonzalez back for a good part of the round but Gonzalez battled back hard 
and was back on top by the end. Yafia moved well in the seventh using the ring well, Gonzalez was still 
getting in on the inside and seemed to really hurt Yafia at the end of this round.

Yafia was push back for the whole round as he showed 
the heart and determination that had made him a world 
champ, Gonzalez put Yafia down with a great 
combinations in the final 10 seconds of the round with 
Yafia  getting up and the bell going. The end come with
only 20 seconds of the ninth round gone with Gonzalez 
catching Yafia with a cracking straight one, two with the 
right hand doing all the damage, the ref didn’t even 
count and waved the fight off.

Dexter’s  Thoughts 
Yafia rolled the dice in this fight taking on such a dangerous opponent in 
Gonzalez who had only lost twice in 50 fights. The rumour was that Gonzalez 
had faded and was not the fighter who was once a pound 4 pound king and 
had won titles at 4 weights but with this win you can see he is. Yafia showed a 
lot of heart and determination in the fight and I could not understand why he 
chose to engage in a close quarters war with a fighter like Gonzalez. This was 
by far the hardest defence of the seven he has had and was a big gamble but 
Yafia who wants to be known as  one of the greats took it on. This will be a 

hard one to take for Yafia as he lost his title, unbeaten record and suffered a heavy knock down, but if 
Yafia and his team can get passed that I’m sure he will learn from this and come back a better, stronger 
and more rounded fighter and will back fighting for world titles. 
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The Pocket Rocket Hangs up her Gloves

Dani Hodges has announced her retirement from professional boxing 'The 
Pocket Rocket' has been a professional boxer for 3 years after turning 
over from kick-boxing. Hodges (33) retires with a pro record of 5 wins out 
of 8 contests, Hodges was not afraid to travel as her have gloves will 
travel mentality saw her travel all over Britain and also venture to Spain 
and Poland to take on all comers.

Dani’s Promotions team Black Country Boxing wrote this when 
announcing the ‘Pocket Rocket’s’ retirement from the noble art. They 
wrote, We wish Dani all the very best in the future and feel sure she will 
be a valuable member of the BCB Team as she passes on her knowledge 
to the next generation of fighters. 

Former stable mate and sparring partner ‘The Baby face assassin’ Amy 
Timlin wrote this on social media about Hodges. She wrote, Happy 
retirement Dan! We've done endless amounts of sparring, punching each 
others head in for many, many years and I've loved every second of it. I 
wish you the very best in whatever you choose to do next, eat as much cake 
as you want now and don’t hold back on the food intake. 
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The Pocket Rocket' took to social media and said 
this about her retirement and her sons Darcy's 
amateur career. She wrote, We've been a fighting 
team for along time and we still remain a fighting 
team but now it's time for me to take a back seat 
enjoy watching the sport and watching this young 
man grow and help him, I know first hand how hard 
the journey will be. This has been a very hard long 
decision for me to make but I have retired from 
professional boxing my heart will always be in the 
sport and I'm still training but the hunger for 
perfection has gone that's when you know it's time. 
I've had the most amazing experiences absolutely 
unreal when I'm 80 telling the grandkids they'll never 
believe me, from sparring Nicola Adams with Kel 
Brook ringside to fighting on the Billy Joe Saunders 
undercard to all the travelling its been a roller-
coaster. I want to say the biggest thank you to all of 
you for the support and everyone at BcB and mainly 
Lee Goodwin and Ste Cadman and the whole 
platinum family you will never know how truly grateful 
I am you are amazing people . I hope I've kept you 

entertained there will always be only one pocket rocket.

Dexter’s Thoughts

It saddens me to be writing this as I have followed Dani's career 
from the start and was impressed from the very first time I saw 
her box. Dani lost her first contest in Spain against a fighter who 
was 9 without defeat, but her first real professional fight as a 
BBBoC licenced fighter was at the Stadium Suite Walsall against 
Teodora Hristova. Hodges boxed well and proved why she is 
called ‘The Pocket Rocket' with her great pressure fighting 
winning the 4 round fight 39-37. Dani then went on to win her 
next 3 fights before taking on Commonwealth gold medallist Lisa 
Whiteside on the Billy Joe Saunders undercard losing on points. 
Hodges then got back to winning ways in a six rounder in Dudley 

beating Emma McCulloch on points. Dani then travelled to Poland for her last fight taking on 
Wiktoria Sadej losing on points. I have wrote a number of write ups about Dani but only got to 
interview her just a few weeks ago, she was named a 'boxer to watch' in the bbcolumn awards in 
2018 and also was mentioned in the 2019 awards. Dani was and is a great ambassador for 
female boxing and I’m sure the single mum has inspired a lot of females to take up the noble art. 
Dani can now concentrate on helping her son Darcy in his amateur boxing career as he aims to 
turn over in the pro ranks when he is older. The Birmingham boxing Column will be doing a big 
write up about Dani and her son Darcy for the bbcolumn magazine digital issue 5 which will be out 
in pdf download in April. The Birmingham boxing Column wishes ‘The Pocket Rocket’ all the best 
in what ever she divides to do.
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Boxing Mother & Son
Dani Hodges & Darcy Freeman

Written by Dexter Hastings 

The Birmingham Boxing Column has talked to an inspirational boxing family 
with a difference. The difference being that it is not a father and son nor a set 
of brothers but a Mother and son who both compete in the noble art. Single 
Mom Dani Hodges was a professional boxer who has just retied form 
competing. The 33 year old known as ‘The Pocket Rocket' has been a 
professional boxer for the last 3 years and has had a “have gloves will travel” 
mentality fighting all over the country and also competing in Spain and 
Poland. Her final record stands at 5 wins in 8 bouts of boxing with her three 
defeats coming while she was on the road.

Dani original came from a taekwondo background winning numerous area 
and national tournaments, she then moved to kickboxing training out of 

Platinum gym Burntwood under the tutelage of Lee Goodwin and Steven Cadman again winning 
area and national titles. Dani then began to box in the white-collar winning the U.K.B.U English 
title and then winning again against the Maltese number 1 on her home ground before applied for 
her British boxing license. Hodges then signed with BcB promotions under Errol Johnson and 
Gavin Burrows as pro trainer but still trained out of Platinum gym under Lee Goodwin and Steven 
Cadman.

Dani lost her first contest in Spain against a fighter who was 9 without defeat, but 
her first real professional fight as a BBBoC licenced fighter was at the Stadium 
Suite Walsall against Teodora Hristova. Hodges boxed well and proved why she is 
called ‘The Pocket Rocket' with her great pressure fighting winning the 4 round 
fight 39-37. Dani then went on to win her next 3 fights before taking on 
Commonwealth gold medallist Lisa Whiteside on the Billy Joe Saunders undercard 
losing on points. Hodges then got back to winning ways in a six rounder in Dudley 
beating Emma McCulloch on points. Dani then travelled to Poland for her last fight 
taking on Wiktoria Sadej losing on points. 



My first question to the Pocket Rocket was, who is your 
favourite boxer and why? She told me “I don't really have just 
one favourite boxer, it ranges for different things I've always 
liked the big names such as Manny Pacquiao just obsessed 
with his speed and heart I also love watching Josh Kelly I just 
find his style exciting and even new up and coming pro 
boxers that are looking to make their name such as Luke 
Jones and Sean Daly whom I've trained with for years I love 
watching their journeys”.

I then asked Dani, what inspired her to take up the noble art? 
Dani said “I’ve always been interested in combat sports, It first 
started about 10 years ago at my old Taekwondo club when 
they gave away a week's free training for parents where my 
son trained. From there on in I never looked back and when 
at Platinum we started focusing on our hands to improve our 
kickboxing I became obsessed with using my hands and just 

knew boxing was what I wanted to do".

I then asked Dani, what has been your hardest fight? She told me “All fights are hard if you are 
giving it your everything but probably my hardest fight was against Lisa Whiteside, it was a 
massive step up in venue and level of fighter. I lost on points but learnt so much from that fight, I 
then sparred Lisa a couple months later and her camp even said they could see the improvement 
in me”.

We then talked about her retirement from the sport she loves, Dani said, “Retiring was an 
extremely hard decision but at this moment in time I certainly feel its the right one. I'm happy I've 
been in completive sport for a long time, even before boxing and having the guts to be honest 
about my feelings and say I need some time to look after myself and my family was harder than 
any fight”. ‘The Pocket Rocket’ continued  “I will still remain in the gym training hard, I will still run 
everyday, it's just routine to do. I can't imagine life without boxing, Its not the end its just the start 
of a new chapter.

I then asked Hodges, what is the next chapter for ‘The Pocket Rocket’? Dani replied “I would love 
to be involved more in coaching the amateurs at Platinum ABC, I feel like because I know what it's 
like first hand I can offer them good support. 

We then ended taking about her great relationship with her son 
Darcy who is an amateur at Platinum gym. The proud mom said “I 
am excited to enjoy watching Darcy’s career unfold and grow, 
there's no pressure on the kid from me though I will be tough on him 
if I see him being lazy but I just want him to enjoy every opportunity 
and do it for himself. You can't please others all the time in this 
sport, it can be very lonely and selfish so I’ve installed in him to be 
humble and grateful but always look after number 1. Of course I will 
say it because I'm his mom, but he is a real natural talent and a joy 
to watch, I'm very proud of him. I'm so glad that he trains in a gym 
that has the likes of Luke Jones, Sean Daly and Troi Coleman, he 
has grown up watching and studying them and they've been a great 
support, Platinum is like family”.
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Dani’s son is Darcy Freeman he is 15 years old amateur boxer who fights in the 
47 kg division. The 5 foot 3 orthodox  fighter trains at Platinum ABC Burntwood 
under the tutelage of Lee Goodwin and Steven Cadman. Known as the ‘Demon’ 
he has had an impressive start to his amateur career with 5 wins in his first five 
fights, he has been boxing for 3 year and has already claimed a Midlands 
County title. 

My first question to the young fighter was who is his favourite fighter and why? 
He told me “Luke Jones because I have learnt so much from him over the years 
while training and watching him fight”. I then asked him what has been the best 
fight he has seen? Darcy informed me “Luke Jones vs James Beach jr” 2019’s 
bbcolumn  fight of the year. I then ask him what inspired  him to take up the 
noble art? He told me “I was inspired to box by the lads at the gym and my mom. 

I originally started for fun, but my love for the sport grew immensely and all I wanted to do was 
box”.

My next question  was what has been your hardest fight and why? Darcy told me “My hardest 
fight was my third against Owen Aspell, 7 wins and 2 losses at the time,  as it was a tough test of 
my abilities. I came away with the win and a big gain to my experience”.

I then asked the Burntwood boy, has training with your mom 
brought you closer together? He said “Yes, definitely, boxing 
has brought me and my mom so close as we can relate to each 
other so much and understand what each other are going 
through so well. Where as most kids talk to there dads about 
Cars, football and games, I get to talk to my mom about my 
deep love for boxing and vice versa”. My final question was 
have you got aspirations of following you mom into professional 
boxing? Darcy said “yes I'm hoping to go the Olympic route and 
jump into the pro ranks at the deep end and make myself 

known”.

Dexter’s Thoughts

Another inspirational story and inspirational family, Dani has fitted a 
professional boxing career into working and bring up her son Darcy. I have 
seen Dani fight on a number of occasions and she has never disappointed, 
she is a great pressure fighter but with a nice tidy technical boxing style. 
Dani has been in combat sports for many years from Taekwondo to 
Kickboxing to even having a dabble into the White-collar boxing before 
turning over to the professional ranks. Dani’s story will definitely inspire a lot 
more females to take up the sport at all levels, but what is the most inspiring 

part of the story is her relationship with her son Darcy. While a lot of 15 year old lads sit in there 
rooms playing Fortnight on there xbox or ps4’s or even worse hanging on street corners or in 
gangs getting up to no good Dani knows exactly where her son is as he is as dedicated to the 
noble art as she is. Following them both on social media you can see how great there relationship 
is and what a respectable young man Dani has brought up. Sharing there love of boxing I’m sure 
has brought them closer together but you can also see how boxing has moulded Darcy into a 
respectful young man.

So as ‘The Pocket Rocket’ Dani Hodges hangs up her gloves the Birmingham Boxing Column 
looks forward to following ‘The Demon’ Darcy Freeman’s amateur career unfold and hopefully see 
him in the Olympics and turn over to the professional ranks.



New opponent for Pitters

Mandatory  challenger for the British Light heavyweight 
title Craig Richards has pull out of the fight against 
Birmingham’s unbeaten Challenger Shakan Pitters. With 
just five weeks to go to the big clash live on channel 5 
Richards pulled out with a cold/ viral infection. A 
replacement gas already been announced in the form of 
Chad Sugden from Nottingham. Sugden has an impressive 
record of 11 wins 1 loss and 1 draw and will be looking to 
grab this great opportunity. In Sugden's last fight he took 

on the would be challenger Craig Richards at York Hall Bethnal Green (December  2019) in a 8 round 
contest. Sugden got an impressive draw so this fight gas not been made any easier for Pitters.

I messaged Shakan who is currently training in Dubai with his team and asked him about the switch in 
opponent. Shakan confirmed, “ yeah mate, he gas pulled out, he had a cold or viral infection”. I then asked 
Shak, what he thought of Sudgen? Pitters said “he is light, probably on the same level as Richards, but go 
more balls  than him”. My final question to the soon to be Hall of Famer was, would the change in 
opponent bother him? Shakan replied “Bah course not, you know me, I make  adjustments”.

Dexter’s Thoughts 

With just 5 weeks to go to the big clash of Britain’s top light Heavyweight’s 
Richards has pulled out with a cold. Fair play to the powers that be for finding a 
proper replacement as Sudgen proved in his last fight he is on the same level as 
Richards with a draw against him. But the question is, is he on the same level as 
Pitters? I would have to answer No, looking at Sudgen's record Richards is the only 
non journeyman he has fought with the most rounds he has fought over is 8. Don’t 
get me wrong I honestly think Sugden will come with the intention of winning this 
fight and not just to get a pay day. But my opinion is that the Shakan will work him 
out in the first few rounds and either stop him late or get a very convincing points 

victory and be crowned British Light Heavyweight champ and enter the bbcolumn ‘Hall of Fame’.



Parker has eye on Billy Joe

Derby born Zach Parker has got his eyes set on a world title shot against current 
Champ Billy Joe Saunders after his impressive victory against Rohan Murdock. 
Murdock  was ranked number 1 contender by the WBO coming into this 12 
round contest which was for the WBO inter- continental super Middleweight 
title. Parker who was ranked number 2 by the WBO started the high passed fight 
well letting off good shots from inside and from range, Murdock was fighting 
back hard and trying to rough up Parker when they got close. There were some 
close rounds in the fight but Parker was edging a lot of the rounds with the 
better boxing and cleaner shots. By the end tenth round both fighters were 
looking tired as the went back to there corners. The eleventh round was a 
cracker with Murdock and Parker both going for it, Murdock seemed to come out 
worst in the exchanges and was then caught with some cracking shots by Parker 

who put Murdock down with a devastating left hook. Murdock some how managed to get to his feet but 
after the ref looked at him and asked him to walk forwards he waved the fight off.

After the fight Parker said “I want the world title shot as soon as possible, I should be number one 
contender now and mandatory for a world title. If Billy Joe hasn’t got the Canelo fight , I’m ready". 

Dexter’s Thoughts 
What a great performances by Parker, he has shown that he is ready to contest at 
world level and has earned his mandatory position for the WBO version of the 
title. Billy Joe Saunders is the current champ and at the moment his next fight will 
potential be against Canelo. If this fight come to fruition it is doubtful that the 
winner will have any interest in fighting Parker which will mean Zach will be 
fighting for the vacant WBO super Middleweight  world title. I’m sure Parker 
would relish a crack at one of the cream in world boxing but he may have to wait 

until he becomes a world champ himself. The one thing is that Parker made a big statement tonight with a 
impressive win and has moved his unbeaten record to 19 without defeat. The Birmingham Boxing Column 
will be watching to see how far this Bbcolumn Midlands ‘Hall of Famer' can go.
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England Awaits for Benjamin

Eastsides hard hitting Kaisee Benjamin has moved into title 
contention with a points victory against Shaquille Day (7,3,20). 
Benjamin (24) went down to Essex to take on Day who was 
unbeaten coming into this English Welterweight eliminator. In a 
hard fought contest Benjamin’s power and movement took him to a 
points victory over 10 rounds with the ref Lee Cook scoring it 97 to 
94 in Benjamin’s favour. 

The English title is currently vacant as Chris Jenkins who was the  
champion has given it up to fight for the British Welterweight title in 
April. Benjamin is now in prime position to take the next step in his 
journey in one of the hotly contested divisions in Britain.

Dexter’s Thoughts 

Well was it ever in doubt, for me I have to say no, ever since I first interviewed 
Kaisee as he was just turning over to the pros you could tell he had that 
something special. From stopping durable journey man Paul Cummings in his 
first fight to rolling the dice in the Ultimate boxxer show and receiving his one 
and only defeat to then go away and stopping Alex Fearon to be crowned 
Midlands Welterweight champ Benjamin has looked destined for bigger things. 
He and his stable mate Shaken Pitters turned over at the same time and have 

already in just 3 years achieved so much. With his Eastside team of Paul Counihan, Louie 
Counihan and manager Jon Pegg behind him, I can honestly see Benjamin winning the English 
and contesting for the British title this year which will of course see him enter the Bbcolumn ‘Hall 
of Fame’. The Birmingham Boxing Column  Congratulations Kaisee on his win and looks forward 
to seeing him win the English title and more.
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Mission completed on Hodgins Debut

Cogan’s Corners newest edition Josh Hodgins has successfully completed his 
first professional bout on the road in Nottingham (7,3,20). Known as ‘The 
Bandit’ Hodgins took on Nottingham’s hot prospect Tom Cowling in a 4 round 
fight. Cowling who was coming into the contest with an unbeaten record of 3 
without defeat had a massive following in his home town. Cowling lived up to 
his hype with some very slick and skilful boxing keeping Hodgins on the back 
foot. Hodgins covered up well and kept himself safe as Cowling poured on the 
pressure, if Hodgins lost his concentration for a second he was caught with 
cracking shots by Cowling.
Cowling did start getting threw with some big shots in the third and fourth and 
at points in the rounds Hodgins looked like he may get stopped. This was 

never going to happen as Hodgins is not built that way and he took everything Cowling gave him 
and gave some back. Cowling won the fight 40 to 36 on refs Kevin Parkers score card but 
Hodgins had came and did what 

Dexter Thoughts
Mission completed for Hodgins, he has become a professional boxer to go 
on the road as a journeyman and earn some money which he did in 
Nottingham. Hodgins was up against one of Nottingham’s hot prospects and 
stood strong on his debut. Cowling had a big following behind him and was 
looking to get the stoppage but Hodgins was not going to give him that. If 
anyone thought Hodgins was going to win this fight they have surely missed 
the point of a journeyman, Hodgins or Hodgkins as he is known on Boxrec 
will be taking on some of the toughest prospects from up and down the 

country and will be learning a lot on the job. I have no doubt Hodgins will cause his fare share of 
upsets but he is in this to get the purse and keep himself safe. His performance in Nottingham 
goes to show that he is well equipped for the job in hand and will earn him some good money on 
the road. He has come a very long way from a dislocated shoulder injury to fighting on the road in 
the unlicensed scene earning penny’s and that’s if they paid him to now earning some proper 
cash doing what he loves. He has already got his next fight penned in for April, so the column will 
let you know how he gets on. The Birmingham Boxing Column wishes him all the best and to 
come home safe and on a personal note I would like to say how proud I am of him as his former 
mentor and corner-man .





BcB Promotions ‘Friday 13th’

Black Country boxing Promotions held there first March show at the Kings Hall Stoke on Trent  (13,3,20). There were five 

bouts of boxing on the card with two fights over four, three minute rounds, two over six, three minute rounds with the main 

event being over ten. Doing the four rounder’s in the home corner you had Welterweight Connor Parker (12-1) and Super 

Lightweight Kieron McLaren  (12-1-1). In the home corner for the six rounder’s you had the unbeaten light Heavyweight Luke 

Caci (9-0) and Lightweight Cole Johnson who was taking on Cogans corners Sean Davis (14-13). The main event was a big 

one for the Super Middleweight IBO continental title between Stokes unbeaten fighter Nathan Heaney (9-0) and Christian 

Schembri (17-7). Referring on the night was Shaun Messer and doing the main event was Howard John Foster
.

Results

Fight-1 Connor Parker v Eligio Palacios, 4x3, Welterweight 

Result - 40-36 – Parker wins on points 

Fight-2 - Kieron Mclaren v Lee Connelly, 4x3, Super Lightweight

Result - 40-37 - McLaren wins on points.

Fight-3 – Luke Caci v Sergei Bannov, 6x3 Light Heavyweight 

Result, 60-54, Caci wins on points.

Fight-3- Cole Johnson v Sean Davis, 6x3, Lightweight 

Result- 59-56, Johnson wins on points.

Main Event – Nathan Heaney v Christian Schembri , 10x3, super Middleweight 

Result- Judges – Per Kjerruif Hensen - 99-91, Grzegorz Molenda - 100-90 

Terry O’Connor - 99-91

Nathan Heaney New IBO Continental Super Middleweight champion
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Heaney Claims IBO continental title

At a sold-out Kings Hall Nathan Heaney’s fan cheered him on to win the IBO Continental super-
middleweight championship in memorable night for the Stoke fighter and his fans. Heaney had 
sold an astonishing 775 tickets to his supporters in this sold out show with him sending them all 
home happy by outpointing Malta’s determined Christian Schembri over 10 rounds.

It was unanimous on the score cards with Judges Per Kjerulf Hansen scoring it 99-91, Grzegorz 
Molenda scoring it 100- 90 and Terry O’Connor scoring it 99-91 all to Heany. After his 10th straight 
win the unbeaten fighter said “This title belongs to Stoke”. Even if the score cards had it 
convincing Heany admitted “Every round was competitive, he was very tough, he made me work.
I thought I was breaking him down in every round, but his will was so strong.”

Heaney sustained a cut around his right eye after a clash of heads in the last minute of the fight 
and bruised knuckles after round after round of hitting Schembri with every punch in the book.
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Corona K.O's Boxing For Now!

After the EFL and Premier league took a knee due to the Corona Virus it has now got the 
professional  boxing promoters on the ropes. March was due to have some mouth watering shows 
with BcB promotions holding ‘March Mayhem’ at the Walsall town Hall and Hennessy sports 
holding the British title Encounter between Birmingham’s Shakan Pitters and Chad Sugden at the 
Skydome in Coventry both on the 28th March. These two shows have now been postponed to a 
later date with Ben Fields Midlands title fight which was meant to be on  Sunday 29th  against Alex 
Fearon also being postponed.
April has also taken a standing eight with the BcB postponing it’s ‘Telford Take Over’ show  which 
was meant to be on the 4th April and Tommy Owens Promotions cancelling  its ‘Good Fight Day' 
show on 10th April.

BcB Promotions made this statement on 
there social it read -  March Mayhem & 
Telford Takeover Postponed
It is with regret BCB Promotions announce 
that our March Mayhem show, scheduled to 
take place next Saturday at Walsall Town 
Hall, and our Telford Takeover show, 
scheduled for 4th April, have been 
postponed.
The Coronavirus pandemic has led to 

unprecedented decisions made both globally and domestically that have affected all areas of our 
life and impacted professional sport.
This hasn’t been an easy to decision to make.
The shows will be rescheduled as soon as events allow. Tickets are refundable from the point of 
purchase.
The British Boxing Board of Control have issued a two-week blanket closure of all non televised 
events. The BBBoC will reassess in April and we will look at our other scheduled April shows in 
due course.
Please understand this is an ever-changing landscape.



Tommy Owens Promotions have 
also made a statement on social 
media saying this, Due to the 
current situation regarding 
Corona Virus (Covid-19) it would 
not be responsible as a promoter 
nor in the public interest to 
continue to host our 10th April
show.
So we will be cancelling it with 
the hope to concentrate on our 

schedules Topboxing’s Weekender all being well.
We are disappointed to have to do this but everyone’s health is more important so we know it’s 
the right decision.

On the BBBoC (British Boxing Board of Control) website they have this 
message up, it reads - CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19)
With regard to the above and the statement made by the Prime Minister 
Boris Johnson, all public tournaments under the jurisdiction of the British 
Boxing Board of Control are unfortunately cancelled. Further 
consideration of the matter will take place at the beginning of April.

There are still shows that scheduled in April but this Covid-19 is looking 
like it will take out the rest of the month. The Birmingham Boxing 
Column will keep you informed on any more news.

Dexter’s Thoughts 

Gutted that Covid-19 has struck right at the heart of professional 
boxing with a blanket ban on shows in March and the start of April. 
This virus has already fucked up my Holiday as I was off to Spain at 
the end if April but that is off at the moment. I am more gutted for the 
fighters who have been training hard for there respected fights 
especially the lads that were vying for titles. Shakan Pitters has been 
waiting for his British title shot from last year and will now have to 
wait a least a month before he gets his chance. The 0-taker Ben 
Fields who I know for a fact has been training like a demon for his 
Midlands area title fight will be gutted he has been made to wait. 

Finger crossed they all get there chance in May and that thus Virus has been sorted out. I look 
forward to when we all stop panicking about a bad flu and get back to normality
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More Shows Postponed in April

The Corona Virus has struck again with two more Professional shows being postponed in April. 
Black Country boxing Promotions have added the show ‘Crunch Time at Lunch Time’ which was 
meant held in Worcester on the12th April and ‘Keeping up with the Jones' which was to be held in 
Dudley on the 18th of the month have both been postponed until a later date. BcB have now 
announced that the ‘Two Horse Race' show in which was to be held at Wolverhampton 
racecourse has now been postponed. This had a cracking main event with Conah Walker taking 
on Nathan Bendon for the Welterweight Midlands area title. Kane Bakers challenge for the English 
title which was set to be held in Birmingham on the 10th April has also been postponed to a later 
date.
Black Country boxing Promotions put this on there social media the wrote, It is with regret BCB 
Promotions announce that four of our upcoming shows have been postponed.
The Coronavirus pandemic has led to unprecedented decisions made both globally and 
domestically that have affected all areas of our life and impacted professional sport. The shows 
will be rescheduled as soon as events allow. Tickets are refundable from the point of purchase. A 
decision on our shows on 10th and 24th April will be made in due course with the consultation of 
the BBBoC and with government advice. Presently, the British Boxing Board of Control have 
issued a two-week blanket closure of all non televised events. The BBBoC will reassess in April 
and we will look at those other scheduled April shows in due course. Please understand this is an 
ever-changing landscape.

The Corona Virus has also hit the unlicensed boxing scene with 2 
local shows being postponed until further notice. Fightdens ‘Ring 
Wars 10’ was meant to be at the end of March and now has been 
rescheduled until hopefully May. Also being postponed was GGG 
Promotions ‘The Garrison'  which was also to be held at the end of 
March and has been postponed until further notice. 

Dexter’s Thoughts 

This is more bad news for local boxing promoters and the fans. The sooner 
they get this virus under control the better, hopefully all these shows can be 
rescheduled so the fighters can do what they have trained hard for. The 
Birmingham Boxing Column look forward to getting back to normal and 
writing about these great shows.
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